THE CCA SELECTED AS ONE OF 23 SUNDANCE ART HOUSE CINEMAS

ART HOUSE CONVERGENCE ANNOUNCES SUNDANCE INSTITUTE ART HOUSE PROJECT PROGRAM

The Sundance Institute Art House Project is the perfect collaboration for these two organizations working to enrich cinema culture in North America.

The Art House Convergence announces its first class of Sundance Institute Art House Project theaters, designed to recognize theaters in North America that embody a benchmark of excellence in programming, community involvement and operations.

The 23 theaters selected for the Sundance Institute Art House Project applied for this recognition and were found to meet high standards including: quality programming, deep involvement with their local communities, strong financial standing, and recognition from their peers and their communities. The program is a unique opportunity for theaters interested in further engaging with the Art House Convergence and Sundance Institute.

The Sundance Institute Art House Project is the perfect collaboration for these two organizations working to enrich cinema culture in North America. In creating this benchmark of excellence, the Art House Convergence and Sundance Institute can continue to build the foundation of a rapidly growing movement of local, community-based independent theaters.

2015 Sundance Institute Art House Project Theaters:

a/perture cinema – Winston-Salem, NC
Amherst Cinema – Amherst, MA
Art Theater Co-op – Champaign, IL
Belcourt Theatre – Nashville, TN
Cable Car Cinema – Providence, RI
Center for Contemporary Arts – Santa Fe, NM
Coral Gables Art Cinema – Coral Gables, FL
Enzian Theater – Orlando, FL
Film Streams – Omaha, NE
Gateway Film Center – Columbus, OH
Grand Cinema – Tacoma, WA
Hollywood Theatre – Portland, OR
Loft Cinema – Tucson, AZ
Maine Film Center – Waterville, ME
Michigan Theater – Ann Arbor, MI
Music Box Theatre – Chicago, IL
Nickelodeon Theatre – Columbia, SC
O Cinema – Miami, FL
Park City Film Series – Park City, UT
Pittsburgh Filmmakers – Pittsburgh, PA
Tampa Theatre – Tampa, FL
Texas Theatre – Dallas, TX
UWM Union Cinema – Madison, WI